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Directed by:  Dr. Jack Jarrett. Fp. iffy. 
The purpose of this study was to find whether lis- 
tening skills could be improved through a specific teaching 
program and, if improvement did occur, whether it would 
affect the performance ability of those involved in the 
study.  It was hypothesized that there would be a differ- 
ence between a group of junior-high school band students 
who underwent such a study and those who had no specific 
training in listening skills. 
Twelve junior-high clarinetists were selected for 
the study and were randomly divided into two sections of 
six students each.  A tape recording was made of each stu- 
dent performing the same piece before and after the study. 
The six experimental students met with the researcher in 
• twelve weekly sessions to listen to selections chosen by 
the researcher.  These selections were played on the piano 
in various ways to exemplify the concepts of tonality, 
meter, and phrasing, which were then discussed with the 
group. The control group had no theory study, except that 
which occurred in regular band rehearsals. 
\i The post recordings were scored and compared for the 
two groups through an analysis of variance. No significant 
difference was found bet./een the two post recording scores. 
The null hypothesis was accepted. A post test on the 
listening skills was given to all twelve students and the 
results of this test were compared, to the post tape.  There 
was a positive correlation of  . ">7 between "'.: post-performance 
score and the theory posttest score. This correlation susj- 
Costs the need for further investigation of the relationship 
between theoretical concepts md p . - 'o v. ■ tee ibilit '. 
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
Musical study, to be rewarding and satisfying should 
involve more than the simple learning of facts.  There are 
many concepts which can be studied that go beyond the basic 
facts.  The primary facts of technique and fundamental the- 
ory are rarely excluded from musical study, because little 
can be taught without some of these elements being present. 
This, however, gives a student only a mechanical and intel- 
lectual acquaintance with an instrument end with music. 
There is more—a facet of music much more difficiilt to de- 
fine and discuss—the perceptual, interpretative aspect. 
This is such a subjective category that one might wonder 
whether it can be taught. 
There is certain theoretical information that is an 
integral part of fundamental instruction on any musical in- 
strument.  A teacher cannot teach anyone to interpret music 
from the printed page without teaching note-reading and 
rhythmic factors as well as the technique of the instrument. 
The teaching of note-reading and rhythmic understanding are 
the basics of almost every method series, and are also 
taught in the corresponding theory studies. Most of these 
theory studies only serve as reinforcement for the musical 
facts used in the reading or repertoire boohs. This infor- 
mation is absolutely necessary, but there are possibly 
broader concepts which can be taught. The ability to per- 
form well could possibly be improved by some of these lat- 
ter concepts. Since good performance is presumed to be one 
of the final goals of musical instruction, any element which 
could affect it should be considered seriously. Johannes 
Tall states:  "One aspect of music pedagogy that is often 
neglected ... is listening. Far too often listening 
sessions are scheduled only when there is no urgent perform- 
ance schedule to be met."^ 
Robert F. Noble states:  "What seems to be one of the 
difficulties in many present-day beginning instrumental 
classes is that a number of pupils do not see the major goals 
of their instruction ... some of them seem to see musi- 
cal learning as a series of unrelated specifics."2 This 
might often be true if a student is taught only the basic 
fundamentals of note-reading and rhythmic understanding. 
The student must also be taught how to apply the knowledge 
1 Johannes Tall, "'..'here Music Begins," Music Educa- 
tor's Journal. LIX no. 7 (Feb., 1975), 61. 
2Robert F. Noble, "Effects of a Concept Teaching 
Curriculum on Performance Achievement in Elementary Gchool 
Beginning 3ands," Journal of Research in Music Education, 
XIX no. 2 (Sum., 1971). 'iOST 
of these fundamental facts to his interpretation of a 
composition. Suppose, for example, bhat a student can play 
correctly all the notes in a given composition, but does 
not emphasize any note, or does not connect the notes of a 
phrase.  This will not be enjoyable for that performer or 
for anyone listening to him. The performer must be able 
to interpret the notation so that his music has meaning to 
him and to his listeners. The predominant question here 
seems to be, "What can be done after the basic theory facts 
are taught?".  Noble's first conclusion, that "The concept 
approach to teaching beginning band pupils is superior to 
traditional methods in the development of performance skills 
for all pupils taken as a whole."3 could be the beginning 
of an answer. 
The following statement by Madsen and Madsen may 
help to complete the answer to this question. They say that 
"The necessary prerequisite for performance is listening."^" 
If a student knows the technical and theoretical concepts 
of music and acquires good, applicable listening skills, 
will his performance improve? It is this question this 
researcher attempted to answer. 
3lbid., 213. 
^Clifford K. Madsen and Charles H. Madsen, Jr., Ex- 
perimental Research in Music (Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey: 
Prentice-Hall, Inc. ,T970; , p. 40. 
A study was made of the performance of junior-high 
clarinet students to discover if expos ?e to specific musi- 
cal concepts can help improve performance.  The general 
assumption was made that all students involved in the study 
understood the fundamental technique of their instrument 
and also knew basic theoretical facts such as notation. 
A course of study oriented toward improving certain lis- 
tening skills was then undertaken to discover if the con- 
cepts studied had any effect upon the individual's 
performance.  If a student's performance is improved by 
his knov/ledge of certain perceptual concepts and by his 
acquistion of specific listening skills, a teacher's 
familiarity with this fact could help him improve the 
performance of his students. 
CHAPTER II 
RELATED RESEARCH 
Only a small anount of research concerning concept 
learning in music was found by this researcher.  None was 
found that was in the specific area covered in this paper. 
One closely-related study was conducted by Robert F. Noble.5 
Mr. Noble's study used only a concept-teaching method of 
instruction for the first three months of instrumental 
study, before the instrument was played.  His research 
shov/ed that this concept-teaching approach was favorable in 
most comparisons. 
Three of the seven conclusions drawn from a study by 
Francis K. Marciniak concern the topics in which this 
researcher was interested.  These conclusions are as follows: 
First, a significant relationship was found between 
music perception and music aptitude ... Second, 
no significant relationships were found between 
music perception and music performance . . . Sixth, 
it was found that a significant effect on music 
perception resulted when students with no music 
theory and history instruction were compared with 
those who had at least some instruction.  This 
finding suggested that even a limited amount of the- 
ory and history instruction may produce a significant 
difference in music perceptivity.b 
5i:oble, op. cit., 209-215. 
3hi 
Jo 
ic;w,  55-W. 
The fact that this study was based on the performance of an 
entire band could be bh« reason bhat these conclusions show 
some disagreement with the results attained by this re- 
searcher. They support the present research, hov/ever, in 
that they point in the same direction. 
Warren F. Prince's statement that, "Some teachers 
. . . feel that a student's enjoyment of music experienced 
in performance or listening is necessary to motivate him 
to learn music,"7 relates his study to the present research. 
Since the present research concerns learning music and per- 
forming it, enjoying it more could have some effect upon 
the performance.  The basic purpose of Prince's study was 
to find whether greater enjoyment of particular styles of 
music would result if an analytical commentary was presented, 
with the music. No great evidence was found that supported 
the contention that this greater enjoyment would occur. 
However| no comparison between enjoyment and performance 
v/as reported. 
"Critical listening is essential to the performer's 
development of interpretative freedom",8 the subtitle 
statement of Tali's article, could also sum up the reasons 
7.,'arren F. Prince, "Effects of Guided Listening on 
Musical Enjoyment of Junior High School Students." Journal 
of V.esoarch in Music, Education, XXII no. 1 (Spring, 19740> *5. 
8Tall, op. cit., p. 61. 
for the present research. Although Tall did not conduct 
research on this sub;] ct, his article .••-_- >hasizes the Impor- 
tance of a performer listening to music - his own performance 
and other music. 
A great proportion of teaching music has been done 
on a factual basis rather than by teaching a broad-base 
conceptual understanding.  Conceptual understanding is also 
a difficult area to test because of the subjectivity 
involved.  These two factors may be part of the reasons for 
the small amount of available research. 
CHAPTER III 
PROCEDURE 
Twelve clarinet students i'rom the i'it. Airy Junior 
High School band (in bit.  Airy, North Carolina) were used 
for this study. The students were in the seventh and 
eighth grades, and have had instrumental instruction for 
one and one half to two and one half years, each begin- 
ning in the sixth grade. The group was randomly divided, 
by drawing names, into control and experimental sections 
of six students each. During the period of the present 
study they all remained in their previous positions in the 
band and continued all band rehearsals together, except 
for the time the experimental group spent in the study 
sessions.  Therefore, the only specific difference between 
the two sections was the listening study conducted by the 
researcher. 
Each of the twelve students was asked to play "Melody" 
from Robert Schumann's Album for the Younfl for a recording 
to be made prior to the study. A random order of playing 
was determined by drawing names. This composition was se- 
lected because of the smooth, evenly flowing melody, the 
different rhythms, the meter used, and the accent pattern, 
among other factors. This composition has a wide variety 
of possibilities for musical interpretation. For example, 
this piece could be performed in a way that sounds as if 
it begins on a note otfc     u • .    seei •' to 
offer each student the opportunity to demonstrate whether 
he could interpret a composition musically. An explanation 
ox how this recording was used for evaluation will be made 
later in this paper. 
The control group was not seen by the researcher 
again until after the twelve study sessions with the exper- 
imental group. The experimental group v/as given a pretest 
to determine if they had prior knowledge of the specific 
concepts to be studied, and at what level the study should 
begin (this test is shown in Appendix A). The researcher 
played three short selections on the piano as examples, and 
each student answered questions about each, or demonstrated 
his knowledge of a specific fact, concept, or skill.  "Fais 
Do Do", "Minuet in G" by Bach, and "Lightly Row" were chosen 
for this because they contain different musical elements— 
meters, melodic contours, phrases, rhythm—and they are all 
basically simple tunes.  (The music for each of these is 
given in Appendix A.) No music was shown to the student, 
therefore all answers or demonstrations had to be based on 
his aural perception of each composition. 
After the pretest there were twelve sessions with 
the experimental Group. Th2SG ciaS3es met weekly for a 
forty-five minute period durin- the student's regular band 
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time.  Throughout, this was an aural approach to music, a 
study in listening skills.  The student had bo listen to 
the composition and relato his musical knowledge to v/hat 
he heard.  During each of the twelve sessions, the re- 
searcher asked for responses from each student, either by 
that student's own description of a concept or his demon- 
stration of a skill. The discussions centered around the 
following concepts: 
a. tonality - the aural identification of the tonic 
and phrase cadences. 
b. meter - the ability to identify pulses, meter, 
and rhythmic patterns. 
c. phrasing - the identification of phrases, phrase 
endings, and phrase-relations in a short 
composition. 
These concepts were not taught by the method that 
one might teach notation or rhythm. There were three or 
four short selections used for demonstration and discussion 
during each session. The researcher avoided pointing out 
the tonic, meter, and phrases, but attempted to get each 
student to arrive at his own conclusion about each. The 
important fact was that the student heard a cadence or 
felt an accent, and not that he could put a very precise 
label on it after hearing a complete definition and expla- 
nation of each specific fact. Labels such as "tonic" were 
eventually used to identify some of the concepts that had 
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been discussed, so that each student would have a means of 
more exact identification. 
Each selection chosen v/as played on the piano several 
tines in various ways (for example, just the melodic line 
was played, or the melodic line v/as played with an octave 
bass accompaniment), each time in such a way as to be perti- 
nent to the specific concept under discussion.  It v/as as- 
sumed that the piano was a suitable medium for developing 
the aural skills under consideration in this study. The 
researcher chose compositions with widely varying musical 
characteristics, yet each was within a single tonality. 
The compositions often contained elements which would empha- 
size one specific concept. A complete list of the works 
used in each session and a detailed account of the use of 
two of these can be found in Appendix 3. The discussion 
was not always in the order of the concepts as they are 
listed above, but always began with the concept affected 
most by that spacific example.  The researcher asked such 
questions as "What is the tone around which this piece 
revolves?"  (this was later identified as the tonic) or 
asked the students to clap a steady beat at a level in 
which the music seemed to be moving easily (this could be 
a single pulse or a larger metrical level, and the differ- 
ence between the two was often discussed). These and other 
observations were made of each work. 
The researcher tried to guide the students to be 
able to meet each of the folio-wing objectives by the end 
12 
of the twelve sessions: 
a.  To demonstrate that  e  Lderstanda the concept 
of the tonic and phrase cadences, the student should be 
able to: 
1. identify the tonic ending to a phrase when 
given three choices. 
2. identify the "correct" playing of a phrase 
which is tonic in harmony when three exam- 
ples are played v/ith only one having the 
tonic as a bass tone. 
3. state whether a consequent phrase ends 
"correctly" when given a two-phrase period 
consisting of an antecedent and a consequent 
phrase in the same key. 
b. To demonstrate that he can identify phrasing and 
cadences in music, the student should be able to: 
1. indicate where the phrase ends by clapping. 
2. state whether each phrase ended on the tonic 
or on some other tone. 
c. To demonstrate that he is able to identify meter 
and rhythmic patterns, the student should be able to: 
1. clap a pulse at different levels—at the 
point of metrical emphasis or on single 
beats. 
2. pick out evident rhythmic patterns and clap 
them. 
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As the researcher had bhe opportunity to observa the 
progress of the zro-1? -■'■'-  each 33ssion, pieces ./ore chosen 
that were relevent to the skills needing nore study. There 
were some concepts that were well-understood at certain levels 
and others that needed more emphasis, so the researcher- 
spent more time on these latter elements. 
After the twelve sessions were completed another 
test similar to the pretest was given.  It was basically 
like the first, though some questions were stated some- 
what differently. This posttest was given to all twelve 
students in both the control and the experimental groups. 
For the experimental group it was a way to see whether the 
study had improved their perceptual listening to music, 
and for the control group it was a way of finding out how 
much they could perceive through listening. It was also 
a method of comparing the two groups, and provided the re- 
.searcher with a way to determine if their listening percep- 
tion affected their performance. The selections used for 
the posttest were "To a Wild Rose" by Macdoweli (in a sim- 
plified arrangement), "Shenandoah", and "Blue Belle of 
Scotland" (examples of each of these and the complete 
posttest are given in Appendix A). 
A recording was made of all twelve students again 
at the end of the study. They each played the same piece 
as at the beginning, so there would be no different musical 
problems. Again, random order was achieved by drawing names. 
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After this tape was completed, a master tape was made of 
the pre-tape and pest-tape with a random mixture of the two 
playings*  This tape of twenty-four playings of the same 
selection was then judged by three college music professors 
who had experience with the clarinet and with students of 
this age. None of these adjudicators had any association 
with any of the twelve students involved in the study. 
The tapes were judged by a set of standards based 
on the items found in the "Clarinet Performance Hating • 
Scale" developed by Abeles.9 Those items were chcsen, and 
sometimes restated, that had a specific relation to the 
research.  The adjudicators had a scale of one to seven on 
which to base their judgment. The complete adjudication 
sheet can be found in Appendix C. The results of each of 
these tests and tapes were then used to evaluate the effect 
of this research study. 
Harold P. .ibeles, "Development and Validation of 
i   31. ■:. i '■■  Perfon  ce Ad* lication Scale,  2™£§£± — 
research in Music - -ucaticn, XXI no. 3 (Fall, l?/PJi 
p/!-r._2S?. 
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CHAPTER IV 
EVALUATION OF THE DATA 
Fart 1 - Presentation of the Results 
The tests and recordings made for use in evaluating 
this study have previously been described. Each set of 
scores was analyzed for statistical significance. 
An analysis of variance was made on the post-per- 
formance scores.  This test compared the post-performance 
scores of the two groups of subjects on each of the twelve 
factors of the rating scale as well as on the total dif- 
ference score. The results of these tests are given in 
Table Cne. 
A Spearman Rank Order Correlation Coefficient was 
applied to compare the performance scores with the scores 
that each student achieved on his posttest of theory facts, 
concepts, and skills. This analysis produced a correlation 
coefficient of .67. This indicates a moderately strong 
positive relationship between a student's appropriate an- 
sv/ers cr the cognitive test and his performance—at least, 
considering the specific questions and skills asked for by 
this researcher. 
.■--. analysis of variance between bhe theorj posttests 
of the two groups showed no significant difference. Table 
Two on page eighteen shews the statistical results of this 
analysis. 
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A test of inter^udge reliability was made by applying 
an analysis of variance in a two-way classification without 
replication, because there were two experimental variations 
but only one observation for each by each of the three 
judges.  The results show that there is a .79 correlation 
among the judges' opinions. 
Since there is no statistical difference between the 
pre-performance and post-performance scores of each student, 
the null hypothesis that there will be no difference be- 
tween the performance of control axi'l  experimental groups 
after treatment was accepted. However there are impli- 
cations of other applications of this study, and several 
reasons for other investigations can be indicated. 
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Table 1 -  Analysis of Variance on Performance Scores 
Description of test factor:  squares mean 
square 
;est 
Technique was sufficient for 
the piece  Between groups  6.7500 
Within groups ISO.1670 
Total        -156.517 
Flayed with good tone 
Between groups 10.0830 
Within groups 162.1670 
Total        172.250 
Pitches were played correctly 
Between groups 60.7*98 
Within groups 324.1670 
Total        584.9168 
Rhythms were accurate 
Between groups C.3350 
Within groups 71.6670 
Total 72.0CC0 
Articulation markings were 
observed Between groups 1.5555 
Within groups 121.5535 
Total        122.6670 
6.750 0.37*7 
18.0167 
10.0830 0.6218 
16.2167 
60.7*98 1.87^0 
32.4-167 
0.3350 0.0*65 
7.1667 
1.3555  0.1099 
12.1335 
Signif- 
icance 
IIS 
NS 
NS 
NS 
PS 
Tempo was consistent 
Between groups 0.3333 
Within groups 101.355!; 
Total 101.6668 
0.5555 0.0329 
10.1555 
PS 
Dynamic markings were observed 
Between groups 0.0830 
Within groups 66.1670 
Total 65.2500 
0.0830 0.0125 
6.6167 
PS 
Intonation was good 
Between srouPs 1*3330 
fithin groups 88.6670 
Total 90.0000 
1.3350  C.1503 
8.8667 
NS 
Tempo was   appropriate 
Between groi 6.7500 
./ithin croups .'-•-'  ■ - 
Total 88.2500 
6.7500  0.8*91 
00 1   C '  ■ 
f.O 
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Table 2. ~  continued 
description of test factor:  squares 
Cense of rhythmic continuity 
was good   Between groups   0.0835 
Within groups  124.6335 
Total 124.9170 
Metrical understanding v/as 
demonstrated by appropriate 
emphasis   Between groups   6.7498 
Within groups   62.1670 
Total 68.9167 
Structural understanding v/as 
demonstrated in the execution 
of phrases Between groups 
Within groups   68.8335 
Total 63.9167 
0.08J3 
Totals of all twelve factors 
Between groups 6.7539 
Within groups 11256.1719 
Total       11292.9258 
mean 1  test  Signif- 
square icance 
O.OS35 0.0067   NS 
12.4833 
6.7498  1.0857   NS 
6.2167 
CCS33 
6.8833 
6.7559 
1128.6172 
0.0121 
0.0060 
KS 
Table 2 - Analggig of Variance Between the 1'ostLests of the 
two Groups 
Description of factor: squares mean        F test    Signif- 
square icance 
Posttest scores Q^Q 
Within groups    C669.750C    866.97*9 
Total 8969.6875 
NS 
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Part 2 - Implications of the Study 
One result of this study which indicated the need 
for further research is the correlation between the post- 
test and post-performance scores. That there is a rela- 
tionship between these two areas is extremely important to 
the purpose of this study, even though this was not con- 
sidered in the original hypothesis. The knowledge of the 
specific elements included in the theory posttest is related 
to performance, which implies that further research is war- 
rented to determine if this relationship is causa]. 
Many questions are raised by this correlation. Can 
this correlation be observed with performers on all instru- 
ments? Since this correlation is based on the three con- 
cepts studied in these sessions, is one of these more 
important to performance than the ethers? Are there other 
concepts not studied hero that equally affect performance? 
All these questions could be considered in future research. 
One observation that does not show up in the re- 
ported statistical charts is that the experimental group 
achieved higher scores on eight of the twelve performance 
criteria. Althou*"] " '■ ''■''■  enoush to be significant, 
it may imply a trend. The factors on which the experi- 
i ental group achieved higher scores were numbers 1, 2, 5, 
• , ;., G, 8, and 12. This could show some areas in which 
ching of the sort carried out an this experiment could 
be of effect. 
20 
Since there is a moderately high correlation between 
the judges' opinions, two assumptions might be made—that 
the criteria for judging was interpreted similarly by the 
three judges and that their estimation of the students' 
ability to perform was somewhat equal. 
21 
Part 3 - Seasons for Kon-Significance 
The null hypothesis having been accepted, it seems 
necessary to look at possible explanations for the non- 
significant statistical results. It is evident that the 
listening study itself was not successful, so the question 
posed in the hypothesis might remain partially untested. 
There could be several explanations for the lack of signif- 
icant improvement in the performance of the experimental 
group, one being the length of time between the sessions. 
Each session was a relatively short period of time during 
a week, with many band rehearsals and other happenings be- 
tween sessions.  It is possible that meetings three or four- 
times a week would have concentrated the study to a point 
where there would have been at least short-term improvement. 
While the experimental group was in the study sessions, the 
control group was continuing their band rehearsals; there- 
fore, some learning could have occurred for the control 
rroup during this time that equated what was being "taught" 
by the researcher.  The age of the students might also be 
a factor-perhaps more advanced performers could apply these 
cor ce] t: mor< i " 'ectj vely. 
Since there was a correlation between the scores on 
theory posttest and post-performance, and there was no 
^ificant difference b. b.een the control and the exper- 
imental group in either the theory posttest or pest- 
^a *-h« method of teaching these concepts performance scores, one mewi-u 
22 
could be considered as a reason for the non-significant 
results. Noting the non-significant results of the theory 
posttest comparisons one may hypothesize that the control 
,-rroup knew essentially the same theoretical facts, concepts, 
and skills as the experimental group at the end of the 
study; therefore, the study sessions did not seem to be as 
effective in this respect as intended. 
Another explanation for the lack of significance 
could be the heterogeneity of the groups, as indicated "by 
the large standard deviation on the theory and performance 
posttest score analyses. 
23 
C : 3?] • i v 
SUMMARY 
One of the final goals of musical study is presumably 
good performance.  It is generally assumed that this in- 
volves more than a mere knowledge of notation. There must 
be a relationship between factual knowledge and the way 
one interprets music in performance. This researcher 
attempted to find whether a study of the application of 
certain listening skills could improve a student's 
performance. 
Twelve clarinet students in a junior-high school band 
were chosen as subjects for the study. Their performance 
was judged by tape recordings made before and after the 
study. The group was randomly divided into two sections 
.of six students each. The researcher took one section as 
the experimental group and with this group did a study in 
listening skills. 
This study was based on a set of musical concepts 
centered around tonality, meter, and phrasing. An aural 
presentation of many selections demonstrating these concepts 
was used, with the researcher playing each on the piano. 
The researcher met with the experimental group for twelve 
weekly sessions, in each session discussing those concepts 
in three or four different selections, thereby guiding the 
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APPENDIX A 
Pretest 
This test is for these students picked for the ex- 
perimental section, to help determine at what level the dis- 
cussions need to begin. The instructor will play a part 
cr all of the following selections and the student will 
then answer the questions about each, or Kill demonstrate 
bis understanding of that factor or concept. 
"?ais Bo Do", French Polk Gong 
"Minuet in G", from the Anna Mac-dalena Bach l.'otebook 
"Lightly Row", German Folk Song 
A.  1.  Choose the note you would like to hear end this phrase, 
2. Which of these three phrases do you prefer? 
3. Bees the last part of this sound cs if it has a sat- 
isfactory ending? 
2.  1. Clap where you feel each phrase ends. 
2. As the instructor stops at each phrase, state whether 
each one seems tc he a stopping place, cr if it must 
go on to something else. 
C.  % Clap a "beat" (pulse) at a level where the msic 
t-e. - ~ \-r     ''  " ------- 
. -  -     .--•■--      - 
2.     Clap  the basic rhythmic patterns. 
Ex c :-- '       '       Ll11       :"'" 
)e  found  en the following  . - 
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irrctest 
1.     Choose the note you would like to hear end this 
phrase. 
TW».    gejffotlgnjl f-      J     _g— 
aloction   f2    p-^ ^ £—£-- 
€* 
lectjo-n ,v3 
gEfefcS^ 
i r~—**- 
* 
3 
2.     Which of these three phrases do you prefer?     (Each 
selection will be played three tines,   one tiiae with 
each of the octave choices given.) 
T4#*: 
Selection #1 
itsf^^FMmm 
^rmrr^^i^^ 
¥*- 
i^\ * 
Octaves Used 
£ mmm 
a,. 
i 3¥£^Q £ 
b. 
i^ 
0- 
T- 
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A.    2.     cont. 
\±.  Selection #3 gumm 
>*: 
ji * *—t 
£ 
h 
^^^^l 
^P fes 
Octaves 
CL. 
ZE * 
used 
\>- 
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A. 3.  Does the last part of each of these sound as if it 
has a satisfactory ending? 
Selection „"1 
Selection ;/2 
^S^ r m m^ i 
u s r-^MffW "3—9 
te 
"election #3 
^SffX)->4^^g a 
it 1 3^3 SB 
For this port the instructor will play the time with 
the accompaniment given in the book from which the 
sclectior was chosen. 
For this part the instructor will play only the tune 
in precise rhythm. 
JO 
Posttest 
These  selections will be played in the same manner 
as those of the pretest,  with  the following questions being 
ashed: 
"To a Wild ".Jose" by Edward MacDowe11 
"Shenandoah",   American Folk Song 
"The Blue Bells of Scotland",  Traditional Scottish 
Tune 
A.     1.    Which of these three endings  is the tonic  (or "home 
tone")? 
,?.    Which  of these three bass accompaniments sounds 
most appropriate? 
3.     Does this have a satisfactory ending? 
3.    1.    Clap where  the phrase ends. 
2.     State  if the music can stop at the end of each 
phrase,   or if it must continue. 
C.     1.     Clap, a   "beat"  at a level where the music seems to 
be moving. 
2.     Clap the basic rhythmic pattern. 
The methods  of presenting these are on the following 
pages,   and a copy of each of these selections is on pages 
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Posttest 
[.    1.     Which  of these three  endings is the tonic  (or 
"home  tone")? v 
Selection #1 
£ 
^^ 
* 
fi 
#: 33 SE S P *3 
Selection #2 V c 
\ \        Selection #5. 
£ £ 
IBUi^^^^ 
2. Which of these three bass accompaniments sounds the 
most appropriate?  (Each melody will be played with 
these octaves as the bass.) 
Se": 
m 
election #T 
gg 
Selectio 
X 
-■ f/2 
01 
m &- &- 
23. 
-O- 
 c 
ZZCC 
3.    Does each  of these  have  a satisfactory ending? 
Selection #1 
:-*- m m&pffffffir t 
p\\_ ""T Selection^ gsS £=5 33 
;L?irJr.t;.on £3. ife^ggj#jpggggi 
3. For this oart the instructor will play the time with 
bhe accompaniment Civcn in the book from which the 
selection was chosen. 
or   Shi;      ari •  cto       i]       laj  only tt 
0 
in precise rhythm. 
Z>1 
To A Wild Rose 
EDWARD   MAC    DOWELL,Op.51,No.l 
With simple tenderness(J-- 88 MM.) 
MI p»# i P&# r f VP 
;^P 
7A 
Shenandoah 
Slowly, auatalned. 
/« So/O 
fr~U f P 
All 
—(p— 
—W-1  —i '   c —9i C P t 
1. Oh, Shen- an - 
2. Oh, Shen-an   - 
doah, 
doah, 
I     long to     hear you. 
I     love  your daugh-ter. 
A    - 
A    - 
way, 
way. 
my roll - tag 
my roll - tag 
—   1'   *7" ' "If ~' '   V     '" " 1     *   '' 
%=gg              ■ J  r~ --— I    I 
Sofo . All 
^^ P 
rlv - erl 
rlv - erl 
Oh, Shen - an 
She lives    a 
doah, I        can't   get        near   you. A  - way,     a 
crosj the     storm- y wa -  ter. A - way,      a • 
i 
^ ^m i m i i i 
The Blue Bells of Scotland 
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(WHERE HAS MY HIGHLAND LADDIE GONE? 
Moderately 
Traditional 
Arr. by G. M, Compagno 
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APPENDIX B 
Selections Used During the Study 
Session 1 - "Campfire Melody" - Fletcher 
"Top 01 the Morning" - Traditional 
"Surf Riders" - Aaron 
aes, don 2 -  "C-oin'   Fishin'"   - Children's Tune 
AU Clair de la Lune" - French Folk Song 
"Blow the Han Down"  - Traditional 
Session 3 -  "?he Marines'  Hymn" 
"The Music Box"  - based on a French Folk Tune 
"Long,   long Ago"  - Bayley 
Session 4 - "Song Without Words" - Aaron 
"Minstrel Show Boat" - Aaron 
"Sunrise"  - Aaron 
Session 5 -  "Romanze"  from Sonatina in G - Beethoven 
"Big Rock Candy Mountain" - Folk Tune 
"When Johnny Comes Marching Home" - Lambert 
Session 6 -  "Londonderry Air"  - Traditional Tune 
"On vings of Song" - Mendelssohn 
"Walts in G Major"  - Brahms 
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Selections,  cont, 
Session 7 - "Valse Brillante" - Chopin 
Theme  from the Unfinished Symphony - Schubert 
"The Kerry Farmer" - Schumann, Op.  68, Ho.  10 
Se- ssion 3 
Session 9 
- "Honor Bound" - Brahms  (from the Finale Of the 
First  Symphony) 
"All Through the Night" - A Welsh Sons 
"Little Piece" - Schumann, Op. 68, No. 5 
"In the Month of Kay" - Behr 
- "Children's Prayer" - Humperdinck, from Hansel 
and urntel 
"A Morning Sons"  - $rieC, Op. 68, No. 5 (adapted from Feer C-ynt Suite ->o.   \j 
"A Little Dance"  - Gretchaninoff 
Session 10-  "Old French Sons"  - Tchaikovsky 
"Circle Dance" - Villa Lobos (Brazilian Children's 
"German Dance" - Eeethoven 
"A Mighty Fortress"  - Luther 
Session 11- "Cradle Song" - Mozart 
v- -i;     , f ■'•i-c  ?inwers" - Tchaikovsky (frou 
"'altz   of   the     -  "e cracker Suite) 
KUt- 
"Minuet in G"  - Each 
. sion 12-  "Kusetta"  in - Major - Bach 
Vivace  from  "Si* Miniatures" - Bartok 
„Swing row, Sweet Chariot" - Spiritual 
& 
Lesson Plan 1 
In  the  fourth session emphasis was placed on met- 
rical perception,   even though  all other factors were incor- 
porated into   the  discussion.    One of the selections chosen 
for this  session is a simple arpeggio study called "Sunrise". 
(A copy of this  selection  is on page40    Since the metri- 
cs!   signature   is  6/8,   the  student must be careful of where 
he places  emphasis on notes.     The researcher played the 
first four "phrases"  in two ways to begin the Btudy - first 
with emphasis   on the first,   third,   and fifth eighth rotes 
in each measure as would be indicative of a triple refer 
with two eighth notes per beat,   then playing with emphasis 
on only the first  and fourth eighth notes,  letting the 
others follow as  triplets in duple meter.    With each playing 
the students were   asked to clap where they felt the pulse 
moving.    These  coincided in each case with what the re- 
searcher intended to convey.    A discussion followed on why 
it was  important  to   "feel"   and to convey to an audience the 
correct meter in   a composition.     The meter and harmony are 
very closely related in this work,  so a discussion of the 
harmony concert followed naturally.    Each group of thr, 
eighth notes forms   a triad,   therefore in duple meter each 
*.   •     i   „„< f       If any other accent pattern 
triad forms a metrical unit.    J-i  BBJ 
..••••    .< :". 
... -       ■-..•..-. --   -••     i -••..-•   ' used,   i.t .'.•--.- 
•       ™vr one chord and the progression 
. measure also  contains only one one 
Thouffh not a «rue 
is a solid movement  toward the tonoc.     rnoug 
?9 
modulation,   the phrases  seera to be in different tonalities. 
Sach four-measure phrase has  a cadential-like ending,  but 
movement into   the  second and fourth phrases is continued 
by rhythmic momentum.     There  is definitely an antecedent- 
consequent phrase  relationship.     The second phrase leaves 
no doubt about  the   tcni c. 
After hearing the example several times, the students 
had begun to make their own judgments about the ending tone. 
Hov/ever, it was necessary that this judgment be specifically 
considered as  a part of  the session.    The example was played 
j.n with three different endings and the students were 
asked to pick the best tone  to be  used for the final note. 
After this  they were  asked to sing the tonic after the end 
of the first period. 
A study  of the phrases   in this piece followed,  show- 
ing the students how an antecedent phrase leads directly 
into its consequent phrase.     It was difficult for the stu- 
dents to recognize  the ending of the first phrase because 
of the continuing rhythmic movement,  but they all easily 
identified  the  ending of  the consequent phrase. 
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Sunrise 
Allegro 
m 
p 
I 
5      3      1 
£ 
2    1 n 
3    1 a 
1       Q       * 
K 
1      3 
m 
1    2     5 
3     1 
itf 
Lesson Flan 2 
One of   the  selections  chosen for the eighth session 
was "Little Piece"  by Robert Schumann from Album for the 
Yourn, because  it   exemplifies  some of the listening criteria 
needed at that time.     The first items discussed were the 
tonic and cadences.     This piece has a tonic cadence at the 
end of everv second phrase.    Because the final chord of each 
of these cadences  is preceded by a chord on the dominant, 
while the tonic resolves from a suspension,  it is a good ex-. 
ample of a situation demanding interpretative sensitivity 
on the pert of the performer.     The fact that the suspension 
comes en a strong metrical pulse and the tonic comes on the 
weaker pulse following the strong one  indicates the impor- 
tance of connecting the resolution tone to the preceding 
phrase. 
The  instructor first played only the melody, omitting 
the last note,   and asked individual students to sing the 
tonic at the end of  the  second phrase.    The melody was again 
played several  times for individual students to clap at the 
ends of phrases.     The students  initially felt cadences where 
the half rotes  occurred on strong metrical pulses, but with 
the tonic cadence  at  the end of the second phrase,  their 
initial reaction was  challenged.    The students always felt 
••       -      strong c     enoe  and  noted  it wit] '     ■ 
If bhe first period is taken as an introduction,   I m 
-~ 4-wn-neriod form, 
rest of the piece would be a very simple  two per 
with each period,   as  well  as the introduction, being an 
antecedent-consequent phrase relationship.    This type of 
phrase structure calls for an understanding of the con- 
nective nature the  form dictates.    Host students accurately 
identified the tonic  or non-tonic endings of these phrases. 
This piece  stays entirely within one key.    To em- 
phasize the feeling of tonality,  the researcher played the 
melody with octaves of various tones in the bass.    The oc- 
tave on the toric v/as described by the students as sounding 
better with the melody taken as a whole. 
"Little Piece"   is  a selection that could sound as if 
it begins on the downbeat,   hut it wasn't written that way 
and, presumably,   it should not be perceived that way.    In 
performing this piece,   one  should employ emphasis at ap- 
propriate metrical points,   so that the listener will per- 
ceive it as the notation indicates.    The tonic chord ending 
each period  comes on a downbeat,   though the resolution of 
the suspension comes on the next pulse.    The researcher 
emphasized various notes when playing the selection several 
times,  showing how a listener could perceive the piece dif 
ferently from the intentions of the composer, with ph 
and cadences metrically  obscured.    The necessity of i 
steady pulse was  also discussed here. 
.   •-     •*-■„„+* '■■ho    iece c: osei   for This piece has s: i    Lara   ies  to 
the performance recordings,   and it was hoped that 1 
dents would transfer what they learned in discussing this 
Piece to their performan.ee of  "Melody". 
/ 
Not fast 
(Kieht schnell) 
2 
LITTLE PIECE 
(STUCKCHEN) 
Andante 
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ROBERT SCHUMANN, 
Op. 68, No.5 
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